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Photographer challenges reality in newest exhibit
Deceiving viewers with his prints has long been a goal for Toni
Hafkenscheid
 

Gilbert Bouchard

Freelance

Friday, July 27, 2007

TONI HAFKENSCHEID'S HO

Showing at: Harcourt House Gallery, third floor, 10215 112th St.

Until: Aug. 25

- - -

Toni Hafkenscheid delights in messing with the heads of people visiting his HO

photography show in the Harcourt House Gallery.

In particular, he's challenging the popular perception of photography as the

embodiment of documentary reality. (As Susan Sontag described in her book-

length essay on photography called Regarding the Pain of Others: "Everyone is a

literalist when it comes to photographs.")

Hafkenscheid makes reality look like an idealized copy of itself, creating a series

of large-scale photographs of actual B.C. landscapes that look totally constructed

and fictional.

"I'm originally from Amsterdam, but my wife is from B.C., which means we spend

a lot of summers there," says the photographer who's been based in Toronto

since 2003.

"There's something about B.C. that always looked fake to me."

Deploying a shallow depth of field and playing with the image's colour and focus,

he makes actual British Columbia vistas look like old postcards from the 1950s, or

the detailed model train-sets he used to build as a kid. This latter move was

inspired partially by all the trains he saw and heard while visiting that province.

(HO, the title of the show, refers to the most common gauge of model train sets.)

"A fascinating aspect of photography for me is the fact that it so closely resembles

reality, and the fact that for some crazy reason we still think that photography

tells the truth. I want to ask, 'What is reality?' I then crank it up a notch by

adding this layer of the model train set. I was nuts for model trains as a kid."

A part-time academic who has taught at both the Ontario College of Art and

Design and his European alma matter, the Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam,

Hafkenscheid works hard to make the viewer question all the layers that comprise

the art of photography.

For example, he's fascinated with how photography plays with our memory of
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place, literally becoming a "fake way of remembering" via the way they "portray a

perfect world."

"We have all these ideas of what a landscape should look from photos we've seen.

I remember walking around New York years ago remembering all these locations

from police TV shows I watched as a kid."

Hafkenscheid points out the all-consuming artificiality of even the most

documentary of photos.

"All photos are cropped and edited. Landscape photos, in particular, are all about

cropping and light; in fact, the focus in these images of mine are secondary.

"The perfect light of these images is only going to happen for maybe three

minutes every day so I have to wait for it or be lucky enough to just be there

when in happens."

This is not Hafkenscheid's first pass at tweaking photographic reality.

His previous bodies of work included highly staged, artificially lit images of people

inside their living spaces and a series of staged suicides.

As for the future, Hafkenscheid wants to push the fakeness level of his

photographic landscapes to the next level.

"I want to have my people do more things in the photos. (In) one image I

happened to take, I came across these two guys shooting at a train with a BB

gun, inspired to pose people in my scenes."
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